
We use our internal Sustainability Tracker to capture and calculate the impact of our
energy and water use, national and international business travel, business-related
purchases, charity donations, compensation activities and community and project support,
volunteer hours, and the hours worked by all team members and external consultants
We measure, report and aim to reduce our carbon emissions through:

Annual benchmarking with normalised calculations that take into account business
growth and changes 
A transparent and externally accredited methodology 
Bi-annual reporting that shares our progress and acknowledges limitations and
learnings

MEASURE

reduce
We are committed to halving our carbon footprint by 2030 and
reaching Net Zero by 2050 at the very latest
We will travel less. When travel is unavoidable we will prioritise walking,
cycling and public transport, only flying when business critical and
seeking out the least impactful options
We work internally and externally with our consultants to reduce our
digital footprint
Our procurement policies ensure that we purchase less and purchase
better, recycling wherever possible

REGENERATE
We will continually work to drive down our emissions, however, we acknowledge that it's not
possible to reduce 100% of our carbon footprint. We compensate for this by investing in
respected and certified tree planting initiatives and community projects with Ecologi
We donate our time and a share of our profits to a select group of key charities along with
community projects local to our business and beyond
We are committed to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and use them to shape
all business activity

COLLABORATE
We operate a sustainability network for travel professionals. As part of this
community we encourage open and honest collaboration where members:

Share best practice and learnings
Provide encouragement and support
Highlight and supply resources

We communicate our sustainability journey with honesty, transparency
and an independence to foster change and empower others to take steps
towards making travel a force for good

This Climate Emergency Plan is a snapshot of our commitments and the actions
we're taking as a business to support People, Planet, and Prosperity. 

Our Annual Sustainability Report gives a more detailed view of our goals and
progress and you can read more about our on-going sustainability activities in

our Social Responsibility Charter.
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The climate emergency is an on-going crisis that is constantly evolving. As such we regularly review
our plans and commitments in order to do our best to adapt to new science-based information,
changes in legislature, and best-practice amongst the communities advocating for a future that

supports People, Planet and Prosperity. 


